
     

 
                              Make a 5 minute citizen science sea observation 

                                      or plan some measurements and give it an hour;  

                                             or make it part of a Father’s Day outing  …… 

   Send results back by app, text or email  
                                                     and participate in the creation of a pilot  

Summer Solstice Sea water transparency and colour map of 
Ireland  

 
How: Look down into the sea from a pier, boat or board, to observe, possibly measure and report on the sea 
Where: Any marine waters 
When:  Daylight. Best 10am - 2pm when the sun’s rays are strongest. 
Preparation: Read the questions on the form overleaf and gather materials to: - 

Check water You need Even better  Ideal  
Transparency 

 And depth  
Your eyes looking 
into deeper water  

A plumb line (string and 
weight) & tape to check the 

distance to the sea floor  

A secchi disc  - the standard scientific way to 
measure transparency 

Making instructions on www.citclops.eu 

Colour   Page overleaf  
with simplified FU 

colour scale  

Smart phone with Citclops 
colour app Download  free 

from www.citclops.eu 

Bring clear PET bottle or white bucket (Greek 
yogurt tub with handle is perfect) to check for 
suspended sediment and/or for samples 

Temperature  Thermometer     

Also bring form overleaf or download it from www.coastwatch.org , biro and   
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION                                                

On Ocean Sampling Day 21 June 2015, scientists and other citizens unite to sample and record information about our seas.  

The EU citclops project where TCD/ Coastwatch are partners has developed citizen science materials for you to use. . 

What is water transparency?  

The depth of light penetration into the water is its transparency.  Water transparency is measured using a Secchi 

disc (making instructions  see www.citclops.eu). The depth to which seaweeds and sea grass can grow on the 

seafloor depends on getting enough light.  The sunrays can penetrate the furthest when the sun is at its highest.  

That is why Ocean Sampling Day is on the summer solstice. 

What gives water colour?  

The sea would be blue but for sea floor, cloud effect, plankton and substances that are suspended or dissolved in the water 

column and cause the change from blue. The 3 main natural colour contributors are:  

1. Plankton - microscopic life drifting in the sea.  At this time of year phytoplankton multiplies fast and you may observe 

water becoming less transparent and green, brown, or red in colour due to an algal bloom. 

2. Suspended Sediment may produce a ‘cloudy’ effect and can discolour the water grey, yellow, or brown depending on 

the origin of the material – e.g. sediment lost from land, or whirled up by dredging. Sediment settles out in still water.  

3. Coloured Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) This natural discolouration as found in bog water.  
Colour and transparency are influenced by man’s activities.  Directly, like dredging or bathers stirringing up sediment, and 
indirectly by nutrient enrichment which increases and changes algal blooms.  
 

NOTE: The Forel-Ule scale is the standard way to describe water colour, based originally on tubes of coloured liquid – see 

www.citclops.eu.  for more information, including a robust modern scale and the Citclops colour app for android and I 

phone. The truncated FU scale overleaf is a rough guide, missing every second shade as a beginner’s tool.  

 

http://www.citclops.eu/
http://www.citclops.eu/
http://www.coastwatch.org/
http://www.citclops.eu/
http://www.citclops.eu/


WATER TRANSPARENCY, TEMPERATURE AND COLOUR 

                                                    
   Ocean Sampling Day 2015: Coastwatch SEA WATER REPORT FORM:  

notes overleaf, for more visit  www.coastwatch.org or www.citclops.eu  

 Site: __________________________Coastwatch map Code use QR code   
Testing from :      Boat        Pier          Beach      Other:_______________________________________ 
Date: ________________ Time ______________ Tide is:      coming in        going out.        don’t know.                        
 

How deep is the water in the test location? _______m  
Is this an         estimate or a       measurement by tape or plumb line (string tied around a weight) 
Looking down, can you see        the seafloor        seaweed/seagrass growing on floor         just water. 
 

WATER TRANSPARENCY 
 T1 Looking down into (ideally deeper) water, describe it: 

         Clear, excellent visibility, transparent:    I estimate I can see            meters down. 
         A bit cloudy  
         Parts are clear and parts cloudy 
         Poor visibility, less than …………..m _____________________________________ 
 

T2 Secchi Disc Measurement Water transparency measured by lowering a secchi disc 
into the water until it just disappears from sight was _____  meter(s)                     
 

T3 What is influencing transparency?  
Fill a white or see through container (Greek yogurt bucket or clear PET bottle) with sea water and observe: 

Can you see bits floating in it?               No                 Yes, I see: ____________________________________ 

Now leave the water stand still to settle for 10 minutes and check. What settled on the bottom?          
         Nothing            Sand              Silt              Seaweed              Litter           Other:___________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  

WATER COLOUR USING CITCLOPS PHONE APP: 
C1: Download the app from www.citclops.eu and use it to record sea colour and send results  by phone. 
If you don’t have the app, look straight down or slightly ahead into the water and compare sea colour 
with Forel-Ule (FU) colours on this sheet. The sea colours are recorded as FU colour numbers.  
C1 Record the sea FU colour you see  
C2 Is there another sea colour different to that/those reported above?         No        Yes, code is  :         
This colour is found __________________________________________________________________ 
If you see another colour not on the FU scale (e.g. red/ orange), note it and take ~ 100 ml water sample.  If you 
suspect a harmful algal bloom or pollution contact  Karin Dubsky + 353 (0)86 8111 684 &/or Joe Silke, Marine 
Institute Joe.Silke@Marine.ie head of plankton monitoring. 

 

WATER TEMPERATURE  If you have a thermometer dip it ~ 10cm below the surface of the seawater.  Wait 

for temperature to adjust and take the reading.  Temperature is:___________ºC   If you decide to take any other 
temperature reading record that too    _____________ºC  taken of:  ______________________________ 

 
Anything to note in the water or on the seafloor? ( jellyfish, fish, sea grass, …) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
RESULTS: Your app readings automatically go to Citclops to be posted up on www.citclops.eu  map next week.  

Other results should be sent to Coastwatch for analyses and summary report map.  

CONTACT: Coastwatch att Karin Dubsky, Civil & Env Eng, TCD,  Dublin 2. kdubksy@tcd.ie, 086  8111 684 

                                                                                                                     

  

 
 FOREL-ULE 

Colour 
SCALE 

(shortened) 
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